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Under one roof, they’re destined to fall under love’s spell.

Gina Thomas knows she can’t possibly afford the upkeep on the ancient, Tuscan ex-convent her great-aunt
left her in her will. But she has a plan. Haul her luggage and art supplies into an abandoned room, paint her
heart out, and hopefully make enough money for repairs.

She wishes now she’d taken the time to translate all of the letter informing her of her dubious windfall.
Apparently the arrogant Adonis who’s having workmen dig up the courtyard is Sebastian D’Avanzo, a
distant cousin who owns exactly half of this stone heap—and according to the terms of the will, neither of
them can sell.

They’re stuck with each other.

Yet as they butt heads over how to resurrect Santa Lucia to its former and future glory, the beauty of the
Italian countryside begins to weave its spell. And love begins to build a delicate bridge between the fiercely
independent artist and the wickedly infuriating architect.

This Retro Romance release was originally published in 1988 by My Weekly Story Library.
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From reader reviews:

Lena Stubbs:

What do you about book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you need something to
explain what your own problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy person? If you don't have spare
time to accomplish others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have time? What did you do?
Every person has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question since just their can do this. It
said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is appropriate. Because start from on jardín de
infancia until university need this Santa Lucia to read.

Edward Vogler:

Beside this particular Santa Lucia in your phone, it can give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or
info. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from the oven so don't end up being
worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Santa Lucia because
this book offers for you readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you don't get what it's
interesting features of. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this inside your hand. The Enjoyable
blend here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss this? Find
this book along with read it from right now!

Scott Bourquin:

On this era which is the greater man or who has ability to do something more are more precious than other.
Do you want to become among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time not very much but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of the books in the top
collection in your reading list is Santa Lucia. This book which is qualified as The Hungry Mountains can get
you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book you can get many
advantages.

Shelia Sepulveda:

A lot of reserve has printed but it is different. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the top
book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is identified as of book
Santa Lucia. Contain your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it can add your knowledge
and make anyone happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about e-book. It can bring you from
one spot to other place.
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